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Nau mai! Haere mai! Welcome!

Kei āku iti, kei āku rahi, nau mai, whakatau mai ki eResearchNZ 2022!

Welcome to eResearch NZ 2022, coming to you as an online event this year. While
meeting in person was our original vision for this year's conference, we’ve been
very pleased with the community support for our shift online, particularly from
students – the next generation of eResearchers! With more than 200 people
ready to connect and collaborate this week,  it's clear our community really does
value gathering together, even if it’s virtual!

Our theme for 2022 is Building Capability Together | Waihanga Āheitanga
Kotahitanga. Each word reflects the diverse range of perspectives, communities,
and Mātauranga Māori approaches that are layered within Aotearoa New
Zealand’s research landscape. Over three days we'll explore how a rich and
complex research ecosystem can be supported and further developed through
collaboration, knowledge-sharing, Vision Mātauranga approaches, and
commitments to diversity, equity and inclusion.

A reminder of who comprises the eResearch NZ community – we’re a highly
engaged audience from across Crown Research Institutes, universities,
government agencies, and commercial enterprise. Our online delivery has also
drawn in related communities from across Australia and overseas. We’re drawn
together by a common focus and passion around the skills, capabilities, services,
and joint actions which can shift the sector to greater productivity and impact.

This event wouldn't be possible without the contributions and support of our
community, including all attendees presenters, our 2022 partnering institution Te
Whare Wānanga o Waitaha University of Canterbury, the conference Organising
and Programme Committees, conference co-hosts New Zealand eScience
Infrastructure (NeSI), REANNZ, and Genomics Aotearoa, the University of
Auckland Event Services team, and our generous sponsor Fujitsu.

Our scene is set for kōrero that both educates and inspires, and I look forward to
seeing where it takes us. See you online!

Georgina Rae
Chair, eResearch 2022
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What is eResearch NZ?

For the last 13 years, the eResearch NZ conference series has provided an
important national forum for strategic discussions, community building, and career
development. eResearch NZ brings together communities who are exploring or
innovating the ways digital tools and techniques can be used to advance research
outcomes.

Through presentations, panel discussions, workshops, and networking
opportunities, the eResearch NZ conference aspires to:

● Showcase innovative work-in-progress or recent project results where digital
tools were applied.

● Highlight current and emerging priorities, trends, and best practices in
eResearch approaches.

● Provide opportunities for skills training, professional development, and
mentoring in digital research tools and eResearch applications.

● Draw experience and inspiration from research programs and projects in
other regions.

● Build communities of practice that foster and support collaboration,
knowledge-sharing, and Vision Mātauranga approaches.

● Work collaboratively with mana whenua organisations to foster mutually
beneficial contributions to the eResearch NZ programme.
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Programme Committee
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Conference Hosts

New Zealand eScience Infrastructure (NeSI) - https://www.nesi.org.nz/

Driven by the needs of researchers for high-performance productivity, New Zealand
eScience Infrastructure (NeSI) designs, builds, and operates a specialised platform of shared
high performance computing (HPC) infrastructure and a range of eResearch services. NeSI’s
Collaborators – the University of Auckland, NIWA, the University of Otago, and Manaaki
Whenua – Landcare Research – play an essential role in this national platform by investing
in the infrastructure, employing NeSI team members at their institutions, and enabling NeSI
to connect with and respond to the evolving needs of research communities. Together with
the Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment (MBIE), NeSI and its Collaborators
ensure computational research projects in New Zealand are backed by the power and
support necessary to make them a reality.

REANNZ - https://www.reannz.co.nz/

REANNZ provides a specialist network, tools and services that facilitate the transfer of data
intensive research, both nationally and internationally. Its small, dedicated team supports
member organisations from New Zealand’s Universities, Crown Research Institutes,
Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics, Wānanga and the wider education, research,
science and innovation (RSI) sector. The team works closely with members to support their
use of the network. As an active member of the international community made up of over
120 National Research and Education Networks (NRENs), REANNZ provides the pathways
and connections to global research partners that work with New Zealand’s scientists,
researchers and academic institutions. REANNZ offers a range of services and products
specifically designed to meet the needs of end users operating in these specialist
environments.

Genomics Aotearoa - https://www.genomics-aotearoa.org.nz/

Genomics Aotearoa is an agile, leading-edge and collaborative platform, established to
ensure that New Zealand is internationally participating and leading in the rapidly
developing fields of genomics (the study of the genome, the complete set of genetic
material present in a cell or organism) and bioinformatics (the development of methods and
software tools for understanding the biological data derived from genomics). Genomics
Aotearoa  has established national collaborations in health, environment and primary
production, and has funded projects across these three key research themes. The projects
are underpinned by the development of a national genomics data repository and
bioinformatics analytical platform, and by enabling and growing the skills and capability of
researchers in New Zealand.
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General Information

#eResearchNZ2022

The eResearch NZ 2022 Programme runs over three days, from 9-11 February 2022.
A high-level glance at the schedule is shared below, and a more detailed schedule
can be found in the virtual platform.

Any last-minute changes to the schedule will be announced and reflected in the
virtual platform Timeline.

Schedule-at-a-Glance
(all times in NZT)

Wednesday 09 February
9:30 am Conference Opening & Day 1 Keynote
11:30 am - 12:50 pm Conference Sessions (including micro breaks)
12:50 - 1:15 pm Lunch
1:15 - 2:00 pm Online Social Function - Networking Activity
2:10 - 4:50 pm Conference Sessions (including micro breaks)
4:50 - 5:30 pm Online Social Function - Networking Activity

Thursday 10 February
9:30 am Day 2 Keynote
10:40 am - 12:00 pm Conference Sessions (including micro breaks)
12:00 - 12:30 pm Lunch
12:30 - 1:30 pm Online Social Function - Virtual Escape Room
1:30 - 4:50 pm Conference Sessions (including micro breaks & afternoon tea)
4:50 - 5:30 pm Online Social Function - Networking Activity

Friday 11 February
9:30 am Day 3 Keynote
10:50 am - 12:40 pm Conference Sessions (including micro breaks)
12:40 - 1:00 pm Lunch
1:00 - 2:00 pm Conference Sessions
2:00 pm Conference Closing Remarks
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Presentation Information

Types of Presentations

● Keynote Presentations
  Keynote presentations are plenary sessions that run for ~45 minutes with ~15
minutes allocated for questions and follow up discussion. Each day of the
conference begins with a keynote presentation in the morning. Check the
Timeline in the virtual platform for additional abstract and bio information for
each Keynote.

● Oral Presentations
  Oral presentations are scheduled in 20 minute slots across up to four
concurrent streams. You can move in and out of streams as you like
(navigating from the session back to the main Timeline), to catch different
talks of interest. Each presentation is ~15 minutes, with an additional 5
minutes allocated for questions or followup discussion.

● Lightning Talks
  Lightning Talks are short and focused presentations meant to "ignite" the
audience on a subject, generate awareness, and to stimulate thought and
action on the subject. Each Lightning Talk is ~5-10 minutes, with ~1-2 minutes
for questions.

● Birds of a Feather (BoF) sessions
  Birds-of-a-Feather (BoF) sessions are run as informal sessions, often used to
start a conversation on a particular topic or gather like-minded people for
community-building or knowledge-sharing purposes. Generally they range
between 60-90 minutes and involve breakout rooms for discussions and/or
collaborative work in shared tools.

All eResearch NZ 2022 presentations are being recorded and will be available for
registered delegates to view in the virtual platform following the event.

Copies of each presenter's slide deck will also be posted to the eResearch NZ
Figshare space following the event (https://eresearchnz.figshare.com/).
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Social Functions

DAY 1 – Wednesday 09 February

1:15 - 2:00 pm – Speed Networking
Mix and mingle with fellow eResearch NZ attendees in this fun and facilitated networking
session. Using Zoom breakout rooms, we'll sort you into small groups with some ice breaker
topics to get conversations started. The "speed" part of it kicks in when we shuffle the mix
of the groups after ~10 minutes. We'll aim to do two or three shuffles so that you get to
connect with as many different people as possible in the time we've got.

1:15 - 2:00 pm – Special Student Networking Session
This is a special networking session to connect students with eResearch community
members who can share insights and experience from their years working within the
ecosystem. Using Zoom breakout groups, students will have a chance to :

● Get to know other researchers and students in the community
● Learn more about the sector and what "eResearch" means to different people
● Ask questions about career paths, emerging trends, communities of practice, and any

other hot topics that come to mind!

4:50  – 5:30 pm
End-of-day Networking Session
Once the day's presentations are over, head over to this End-of-day Networking Session to
keep the conversations going. You can share highlights from your favourite talks, pose
questions you didn't get a chance to ask during the day, connect with colleagues you
haven't seen in a while, and make some new connections too!

DAY 2 – Thursday 10 February

12:30  – 1:30 pm
Virtual Escape Room
Hosted through the conference platform and based on the popular in-person escape room
challenges, you'll be grouped into teams to escape from a "locked office". Teams will work
their way through a series of virtual tasks, riddles and puzzles – earning points as you go  –
on a mission to ‘breakout’ within the time limit. This session is a great way to challenge your
problem-solving skills, have some fun, and get to know fellow eResearch NZ delegates!

4:50  – 5:30 pm
End-of-day Networking Session
Once the day's presentations are over, head over to this End-of-day Networking Session to
keep the conversations going. You can share highlights from your favourite talks, pose
questions you didn't get a chance to ask during the day, connect with colleagues you
haven't seen in a while, and make some new connections too!
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Keynote Speakers

Day 1 Keynote - 09 February - 10:10 - 11:10 am

Rakeiora: A pathfinder for genomic
medicine in Aotearoa New Zealand

A programme to improve genomic
knowledge that will impact on the
wellbeing of New Zealanders is being
co-developed and co-governed with Māori.
Rakeiora is a “pathfinder” to test options to
acquire, protect, use and store genomic datasets for use in healthcare research in
Aotearoa New Zealand. Genomics is an area of research that underpins genetic or
molecular profiling for precision medicine. Human genomics is seeing rapid global
growth, but to maximise its benefits for New Zealand we need to be mindful of our
unique cultural and genetic composition, significant health inequities and historical
misuses of genomics. We require coherent national processes to bring together
genomic data with multiple other forms of health-related information from
multiple spheres of research and practice to benefit all New Zealanders. This means
co-developing with Māori a foundation for an innovative and scalable national
genomics research infrastructure to manage and govern data, its ownership and
guardianship, including New Zealand-specific genomic databases. The aim is to
enable researchers to translate genomic knowledge into health practices that
advance the wellbeing of New Zealanders, and in particular address the country’s
health inequities by developing genomic tools that put the needs and priorities of
Māori at the centre.

Speaker Panel:

● Prof Stephen Robertson, University of Otago; Principal Investigator, Rakeiora
● Assoc Prof Phillip Wilcox, University of Otago; Principal Investigator, Rakeiora
● Dr Cristin Print, University of Auckland; Principal Investigator, Rakeiora
● Benjamin Iwikau Te Aika, Project Manager, Rakeiora
● Dr Ben Curran, University of Auckland
● Dr Donia Macartney-Coxson, Institute for Environmental Science and

Research (ESR)

● Huti Watson, Deputy Chair, Ngāti Porou Hauora Charitable Trust (NPHCT)
Board

● Tuta Niho Haereroa
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Keynote Speakers

Day 2 Keynote - 10 February - 9:30 - 10:30 am

Paving our own yellow brick road:
Lessons learned from building a
collaborative research centre

Inequitable health outcomes are as much a part of the
fabric of Aotearoa New Zealand as the All Blacks and
the Number 8 wire. Colonization, intergenerational
trauma and systemic racism have contributed to
persisting health disparities. Despites improvements in
treatment and overall life expectancy, cardiovascular disease (CVD) is still the
biggest driver of the inequity in Aotearoa, with Māori and Pacific Peoples being
most affected. Where do we even start to address this disparity? How can we break
down entrenched silos and mistrust to come together to take a multidisciplinary,
collaborative approach? This talk will focus on the efforts around engagement,
equity, and impact to establish a de novo local centre of heart research at the
University of Auckland (Manaaki Manawa) and will describe how the team
galvanized a national network to achieve a successful Centre of Research Excellence
(CoRE) Award to address heart health equity and establish Pūtahi Manawa |
Healthy Hearts for Aotearoa New Zealand.

Speaker:
Lisa Wong, Operations Manager, Pūtahi Manawa | Healthy Hearts for Aotearoa
New Zealand (HHANZ) Centre of Research Excellence (CoRE)
  
Lisa Wong has a BKin (Hons) from the University of Calgary and an MSc from
University of British Columbia. She has worked in the tertiary education and clinical
research sectors across Canada, the UK, and here in Aotearoa, primarily in the areas
of physiology and cardiovascular health. Joining the Waipapa Taumata Rau | The
University of Auckland  in 2019, she worked with Prof Julian Paton to help set up
the local centre for heart research, Manaaki Manawa, which now hosts Pūtahi
Manawa | HHANZ CoRE. Pūtahi Manawa is a national network of researchers,
clinicians, educationalists, and community members seeking to go beyond bench to
bedside, creating new ways of working together for meaningful collaborations
across disciplines, sectors, and communities for equitable heart health outcomes
across Aotearoa.
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Keynote Speakers

Day 3 Keynote - 11 February - 9:30 - 10:30 am

Modern Tools for Advanced Research
and Data Journey in AI

  Modern technology, tools and frameworks can
dynamically connect AI computational resources
to diverse, distributed data sets without
disrupting your ongoing operations.  
In this session, our domain experts will encapsulate the real-life application of the
latest artificial intelligence tools that enable organisations with the most versatile,
efficient and sustainable approach to manage a modernised workflow. 

Our experts will address the day-to-day challenges that researchers’  tend to face.
They will explore a revised data journey from acquisition, managing data from
different sources and sharing amongst collaborators/researchers while maintaining
compliance and governance. They will also share the researchers’ vast experiences
with applying the latest tools and methodologies that enabled them to simplify
their workflow and achieve a much greater outcome for their projects.
Join Fujitsu, NetApp and NVIDIA as we deep-dive into how to successfully adopt a
modernised AI workflow and how this can be applied in not just today’s research,
but the future too.

Speaker Panel:
● Matthew Hall-White, Senior Account Manager, Fujitsu New Zealand
● Brendan Patterson, AI Platforms Specialist, Fujitsu Australia
● Ben Wu, Executive Architect, NetApp
● Gabriel Noaje, Senior Solutions Architect, NVIDIA
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Sponsor Presentation

Walkthrough on AI Modern Tools and Frameworks

Access to relevant data and platforms is crucial for the development of AI. In other
words: more access to data alongside optimised infrastructures leads to an
acceleration of AI   implementation with higher accuracy. Yet, some processes are
challenging and outdated, which can impose a variety of obstacles within a
scientists’ workflow or ML/DL projects.

Working with industry-leading partners NVIDIA, NetApp and Core Scientific, Fujitsu
has created an AI Test Drive. It provides data scientists direct access to the latest
tools, frameworks and technologies they need to evaluate their projects/models
and build a modernised workflow that can truly scale to their business needs.
Observe a demonstration of the AI Test Drive to see in real-time how it empowers
research organisations with tangible tools such as NetApp’s CloudSync & DataOps
Toolkit and Core Scientific’s MLOPs platform to dynamically connect your diverse,
distributed data sets to AI computational resources without disrupting your
ongoing operations.

Speakers:
● Tiffany Law, Solutions Architect, NetApp

Prior to joining NetApp, Tiffany has worked on implementing large-scale
video analytics platform with the public sector. She was involved in moving
ML models from development to production, providing her expertise in
MLOps. Tiffany also holds a bachelor degree in Industrial Engineering from
the University of Hong Kong, certified for Azure Solutions Architect Expert
and completed IBM Data Science Professional Certificate.

● Takumi Ohashi, Technical Presales Specialist, Fujitsu
Takumi has a strong background in delivering hands-on support for
researchers and customers to ensure their business operations are met in
their environment. He has played an instrumental role in developing the first
AI Test Drive facilities in OCEANIA for providing access to Researchers, Data
Scientists, Domain Experts and customers wanting to validate and benchmark
their data and codes using the latest purpose-built AI Infrastructure.
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Code of Conduct

The eResearch NZ conference is an inclusive, harassment free event.

We expect all attendees, speakers, sponsors and volunteers to treat each other with
respect, dignity and kindness; regardless of gender or gender identity, sexual
orientation or perceived sexual orientation, age, physical ability, appearance,
ethnicity, religious or political beliefs, software, hardware and musical preferences.

Harassment, bullying or discrimination will not be tolerated in any form.

If anyone makes you feel uncomfortable or unsafe in any way, or if you see
someone else being harassed, please contact Liina Neeme -
liina.neeme@auckland.ac.nz. All reports and conversations will be taken seriously
and handled in confidence.

We value your attendance and are committed to providing a welcoming, safe and
equitable environment.
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